If Only, If Only

Directions: Choose the past subjunctive verb for each sentence.

1. If I were famous, I ____________________ (will/would) never work again.

2. Henry ____________________ (might/will) like fish if he tried it.

3. We ____________________ (could/can) all hear Penny’s story if you turned down the radio.

4. Mom wishes we ____________________ (would/will) keep our room clean and our beds made.

5. Ginny runs as if she ____________________ (is/were) being chased by a hungry lion.

6. I ____________________ (will/would) be the perfect student if I did my homework.

7. If I got more sleep at night, I ____________________ (could/can) be more awake during the day.

8. She acts as though she ____________________ (were/is) better than everyone else.

9. Paula ____________________ (will/might) like working out if she tried rhythmic dancing.